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Linearly Correlated Intermittent Failures

Yashwant K. Malaiya three modules were s-independent, then when one module
State University of New York, Binghamton is temporarily faulty, there is a good chance that other

modules will function correctly. If, however, there is some
s-dependence, then the chances of two modules being

Key Words-s-Dependence, Intermittent failures, Transient failures, faulty at the same time is increased, thereby increasing the
Reliability analysis, s-Dependency in redundant modules. chance of the output of the voter being incorrect.

In order to consider such s-dependence during reliabili-

Purpose: Advance the state of the art ty calculations, it is necessary to quantify s-dependence.
Special math needed for explanations: Probability Such a measure should relate well to the physical
Special math needed to use results: Same phenomena and should keep the analysis tractable.
Results useful to: Reliability engineers, Fault-tolerant system designers This paper examines some measures of s-dependence
and theoreticians between modules. After presenting a suitably defined

Abstract-In reliability calculation, the general assumption is to measure, its relationship with the system parameters is in-
regard the behavior of redundant systems as (statistically) s-independent. vestigated. When the parameters of a single module are
This considerably simplifies the mathematics involved, but limits the available along with an estimated value of a s-dependence
usefulness of the results as s-dependence can appreciably impact the measure (by empirical methods), then the module
system reliability. This paper introduces two measures, using linear cor- parameters with s-dependence can be obtained and used to
relation, to describe the s-dependence of intermittent failures. One
measure relates to the linear correlation for the entire period during which compt re n orderrto obtin uempiricelat
faults are active in different modules; the other measure relates to the for a s-dependence measure, multi-module experimental
closeness in time of the instants faults become active in different modules. systems have to be studied; the fault behavior with respect
Characteristics and their relationship with reliability and fault processes to time can be recorded by using self-checking.
of these measures are considered. Irreversible processes corresponding to
permanent failures are examined. Notation List

FN state in which the fault in a module is not active
I. INTRODUCTION FA state in which the fault in a module is active

l* Pr{transition to a FA in time dt was in FN}
Intermittent (transient) failures [1-4] dominate the field ,u* Pr{transition to FN in time dt was in FA }

failures in digital systems. Unlike permanent failures, in- mu average of r.v. u
termittent failures affect the system in a complicated way. m, average of r.v. v
But practically all mathematical analyses begin with a Quv linear correlation coefficient between r.v.'s u and v
series of 'reasonable' assumptions so that the analysis is
mathematically tractable. Behavior of a module will be described by two states:

For redundant systems with intermittent failures, it has fault not-active (FN) and fault active (FA). When a
been assumed that the redundant modules behave module is in state FN, the fault is dormant and the module
s-independently [5-9]. This considerably simplifies the operates correctly. When the module is in state FA the
analysis as a single module can be examined alone, and module operates incorrectly. Figure 1 models a single
then the cumulative effect can be studied. The assumption module [4] without reference to any other modules. By
is, however, open to question. The modules may share the definition, the parameters A* and p* do not vary with the
clock and the power supply, and fluctuations or noise in activity of other modules. In general, these parameters
them can render the redundant modules susceptible to could be functions of time; for simplicity, here they are
other phenomena which can cause intermittent failures. assumed to be constant.
Such intermittent failures might not occur at the same
time; however, they can be s-dependent. Other causes for A
s-dependent failures are electromagnetic radiation in the
vicinity of the modules, mechanical vibration, and changes
in the environment like temperature or humidity. Often, )t
intermittent failures are caused by localized heating on IC
(integrated circuit) chips; if the redundant modules are ex- *
ercised by the same input sequence, the activity of such Fig. 1. Behaviour of a single module.
faults will be s-dependent.

s-Dependence is important in calculating the reliability Measure of s-dependence: Here linear correlation will be
of a redundant system. Let us consider a 2-out-of-3:G used as a measure of s-dependence. The linear correlation
(Triple Modular Redundancy) system. If the failures in the coefficient between two r.v. 's (u, v) is:
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QUV Cov{u, v} 2 X
[Var{u} Var{v}] "

- E{(u - mu)(v - m")}I /A
[E{(u - mu)2}E{(v - mv)2}I (J

A

The absolute value of Quv ranges between zero and one.
When Quv = 0, u and v are uncorrelated. When Quv = 1,
they are completely correlated. Uncorrelated r.v.'s are not Fig. 2. Fault model for two modules with duration I.c.
necessarily s-independent, but no other suitable measure of
s-dependence was found. By definition, duration linear correlation is:

Correlation will be modeled in two different ways here.
Generally speaking, for a certain case, one model will be QAB(t) = E{(XA - mA)(X2- mB)}
more suitable than the other. The corresponding measure [E{(XA - mA)I} E{(XB -mE) }I /
of correlation will be called 'duration linear correlation'
and 'transition linear correlation'. The reason for this

or
by A2 =

= me,
= XBe

nomenclature is obvious from the definitions. or , A = A. B = X.
This work is supported by the Mathematical and Com-

puter Science Division of the US National Science Founda- QAE(t) = [E{XAXB} - mA]/[mA mA]. (1)
tion under Grant No. MCS 78-24323.

The QAB(t) will be evaluated for steady-state behavior.

II. DURATION LINEAR CORRELATION E{XAXB} = X X ij Pr{(XA = i)n(XE=JxB
1=0 1=0,1

The fault process in a module A is described by a ran- P X - 1 n x -
dom process XA(t) such that: = r{(A - ) n(B i)

X0, when the module is in FN = Pr{(XA = 1)I(XB = 1)} Pr{XB = 1}XA(t) {v1, when the module is in FA As the processes are ergodic, the ensemble averages

Let a similar process XB be associated with module B. We Pr{XA = 1 } and Pr{XB = 1 are equal to the times

will now examine the linear correlation between these two. averages mAand mB. We can now rewrite (1),

QAB = (PAIB - PA)/( - PA). (2)
Assumptions The QAB describes the steady-state behavior. If two

1. Fault processes are Markov. modules A and B are not linearly correlated then PAIB = PA'
2. The modules have identical distributions, giving Qe = 0. If the fault being active in one implies fault
3. The QAB is non-negative. This means that active fault active in the other, then PAIB = 1; consequently QA = 1.Fault activity of two modules with some linlear correla-in a module does not imply less chances of the fault being modlein figurem2.uTe parame (a, andr(A',

active in the other. tion iS modeled in figure 2. The parameters (A, ,u) and (A',
4IA) describe the fault process in one module when the other

4.e Thme processe the teaverageisis in FN and FA respectively. Let steady state probabilitiesthe same as the ensemble average.
5. The fault activity in one module does not cause fault of the system being in state 0, 1, 2 (as indicated in figure 2)

activity in the other. The correlation arises because of be indicated by Po, P1, P2. Their values can be obtained as:

some external events affecting both of them, i.e. a com- P/= '(AA' + ' + 21 ')
mon cause.

6. The fault activity is linearly correlated in the two Pi = 2Ap'/(AA' + yH' + 2Rp') (3)
modules.

P2 = AA'/(AA' + ,u,u' + 2A1')
Notation List ~~~~~~AsPAIB = P2/(½/P1 + P2) and PA = I/P, + P2; we can

XA(t), XE(t) fault processes described above write (2):
mA time average of XA(t)
PAIB Pr{(XA =1)I|(XBE=1)} QAB -___ - II . (4)
PA Pr{XA =l} 14+ A y'+A'
A,,u, A', ' parameters in figure 2 Equation (4) can be examined for the two extreme
Pi steady state probability of the system being in cases. The faults in the two modules are uncorrelated when

state i (in figure 2) QAE = 0, which requires-
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1/ = A/,4 (5) F

Condition (5) is satisfied if A = A' and ,u = ,u, which 10
would be the case when the processes XA and XB are
s-independent. However (5) is also satisfied if both A' and
,' are proportional to A and ,u. In that case XA and XB are
uncorrelated, but not s-independent. 0.005

The other extreme condition is QAB = 1, when XA and
XE are completely correlated. This is satisfied only when- ,

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
A4,=0andA'4i'- oo. (6)

PAB
This is easily explained using figure 2. When A/,u -- 0O

and l'/,' -- oo, the probability rates of entering state (FN,
FA) are reduced while probability rates of leaving it are in- is active in a module. This could be because of some
creased. Therefore the probability of system being in state phenomenon which in some durations tends to keep the
(FN, FA) is reduced to zero, and thus both modules are fault active.
either in state EN or FA.githerineralte FN or FA. In other cases, it is possible that some phenomenonIn general QAB > 0, which implies- may tend to cause transition for FNto FA in the redundant

1VP' >,, A/ (7)
modules. In that case an appropriate measure of linear cor-

*'!1! ~ (7) relation should relate to the probability that the two
modules will have their faults become active within a short
interval. Consider, for example, the fault activity of two

m0 > A'/,u > A/fi. (8)modules as shown in figure 4. For such cases, we define aVP~A'/1~' >, A/P. (8) transition linear correlation, with values depending on
'arrival' of faults in two modules within a short period. ToThe values of A/*and accomplish this, we define a process YA(t), which is relatedunconditional parameters A* and p* (or pA), and QAB are
to XA(t) defined in the beginning of section II (figure 5):known:

A =- PA( QAB) (9a) x
ii 1 PA(l - QAB) A

A' - PA( QAB) + QAB (9b)

Pt (1 - PA)(1 - QAB) Fig. 4. Fault activity of two modules with transition i.c.
PA = A*/(A* +,U*). (10) tr
Example: Two modules A and B, have PA = PB = 106 and
QAB = 10-2. Outputs of both modules are connected to a
perfect voter. The two modules also provide some self- XA
checking information to the voter, so that when one YA 2-

module becomes faulty, the voter can still choose the good
module with a probability of 0.8. Using figure 2 and (3), Fig. 5. Relationship between XA and YA.
the system reliability is

YAQ 1, when t, - 1/2TT t < tr + 1/2T (I
R = PO + 0.8P= 1 + 1.6(A4p) Y ) , otherwise

(A4i)(A'Ii') + 1 + (2A/4)
Using (9) and (10), A/4 = 9.9 x 10- and A'/p' = 1.01 x Thus YA(t) = 1 in the neighborhood of an FN- FA transi-

10-2. This gives F-- 1 PR = 4.06 x lO-7. tion. YB(t) is defined similarly.
Figure 3 is a plot of F versus QAB. AS QAB increases, the Assumptions

advantage of redundancy decreases. When QAB is close to 1FalprcseaeMrkv
unity, the reliability iS essentially equal to that of a single

unit. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~2.The modules have identical distributions.unlt. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~3.The processes are ergodic.

III. TRANSIION LINEAR ORRELATION4. For two modules A and B, the YA (t) and YB(t) areIII. TRANSITION LNEAR CORRELATION linearly correlated.
In the previous case it was assumed that fault-activity 5. The external process C is Markov. The faults may

can be linearly correlated during the entire period the fault become active only during C = 1.
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Notation List use of the 'neighborhood' concept, Tought to be chosen in
this region.

YA(t), YB(t) defined above
T neighborhood defined above IV. MEASURE OF LINEAR CORRELATION
C external process defined below FOR IRREVERSIBLE PROCESSES:
A, ,u parameters defining the fault process
L, M parameters defining the external process C. For processes which describe the generation of perma-
Pi steady-state probability of the system being in nent failures, steady-state probabilities do not exist.

state i (figure 6) However, a useful correlation coefficient can still be
PAY PB Pr{ YA = l}, Pr{ Y. = 1} defined.
PAIB Pr{YA = I I YB = 1}PAIB ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~PAB

Similar to the previous case, transition linear correla- 0.005
tion can be defined as the correlation coefficient between
YA(t) and YB(t). Considering the steady state case, we ob- 0.004
tain:

QAB = PAIB - PA (12) 0.003 .
1 -PA

=0 0.002.

0.001.

FNNM FN, FN | FN, FA } 1 FA, FA | M tF,F

0.000 I I
0.0 1.0 2.0 T (units)

Fig. 6. Fault model for two modules with transition l.c.
Fig. 7. Transition l.c. vs defined neighborhood.

We now examine (12) for a more specific case. Con-
sider an external process C which assumes value 0 (inac- 2vV
tive) or 1 (active) randomly. When process C is 1, it makes
the correct operation of the modules susceptibleuseaiban- aotn-ltyfult Ta

dom process, internal to each module. As a consequence, notfwlty faty'
each module can be described by a random process of tran-
sition between two states FNand FA. Transitions from FN
to FA are possible only when C = 1. However, the reverse
transitions from FA to FN may occur any time. Figure 6
shows the processes in a combined form.

In order to obtain QAB in (12), values ofp[j andpI have
to be obtained. This can be done by obtaining the steady- Figure 8 shows a model equivalent to figure 2. Again
state probabilities P0 to P, (figure 6), and then by two processes XA and XB are defined such that:
evaluating the appropriate integrals in the Supplement
[13]. As algebraic computation becomes unwieldy, integra-
tion has to be performed numerically. XA =

When appropriate, the following approximate relation 1, if fault in A is present
[13] can be used:

Assumptions
QAB

1. The fault processes are Markov.
A [1 - exp[-(M + ,ui + A)T]J - ½/ 712XP1 + A1PJ 2. The modules have identical distribution.

M + ,u + A 3. The fault processes are linearly correlated.
1 - V/2 T[2AP1 + Al'3]

(13) Notation List
XA, XE processes defined above

Figure 7 shows a plot of QAB against the 'neighborhood' v, v' hazard rates in figure 8.
T. For small value of Tthe curve is linear. For a justifiable Pi Pr{system is in state i (figure 8)}
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The QAB now is a function of time: [4] S.Y.H. Su, I. Koren, Y.K. Malaiya, "A continuous parameter
Markov model and detection procedures for intermittent faults",

P2 - (P2 + p)2 (14) IEEE Trans. Computers, vol C-27, 1978 Jun, pp 514-520.QAB = P2 Ilp )2 11)5] P.M. Merryman, A. Avizienis, "Modeling transient faults inTMR
(2 + IP - (P2 + Computer Systems", Proc. Ann. Reliability and Maintainability

Symp., 1975, pp 333-339.
p = 2vi (exp[-v't] - exp[-2vt]) (I 5a) [6] Y.K. Malaiya, "Modeling, testing and reliability analysis of inter-

2v - mittent faults in digital circuits", PhD dissertation, Dept. of Elec-
trical Engineering, Utah State University, Logan 1978.

F=1 2wr exn[-v't exp[-2vtJ 1 (15b) [7] 1 Koren, S.Y.H. Su, "Reliability analysis of N-modular redun-P2 1- 2 ', , _ 1 dancy systems with intermittent and permanent faults", IEEE2v-vL 2zv J' Trans. Computers, vol C-28, 1979 Jul, pp 514-520.
It can be seen from (14)-(15) that as t oc), we have QAB~ [8] Y.K. Malaiya, S.Y.H. Su, "A survey of methods for intermittent

fault analysis", Proc. National Computer Conf., 1979, pp
1. 578-520.

[9] Y.K. Malaiya, S.Y.H. Su, "Reliability measures for hardware
B. Transition Linear Correlation redundancy fault-tolerant digital systems with intermittent

faults", IEEE Trans. Computers, vol C-30, 1981 Aug, pp 600-604.
[10] M.L. Shooman, Probabilistic Reliability, McGraw-Hill, 1966.For permanent failures, the transition linear correla-- ' ..''Fiorpermanenta failres,ithble teasre,ansiit wlner crela-eto [11] S.R. McConnel, D.P. Siewiorek, M.M. Tsao, "The measurement

tion might be a more suitable measure, as it will relate to and analysis of transient errors in digital computer systems",
nearly simultaneous failures under the influence of a ran- Proc. Ninth Ann. Intern. Symp. Fault-Tolerant Computing,
domly occuring external event. Figure 6 would still be valid Madison, 1979 June, pp 67-70.
if ,u = 0. However, an approximate relation like (13) would [12] Y.K. Malaiya, S.Y.H. Su, "Analysis of an important class of non-

Markov systems", to be published in IEEE Trans. Reliability.not be valid since steady-state probabilities do not exist. [13] Supplement: NAPS document No. 03877-C; 7 pages in this Sup-
Numerical simulation however can be effectively used. plement. For current ordering information, see "Information for

Readers & Authors" in a current issue. Order NAPS document
V. EXTENSIONS No. 03877, 19 pages. ASIS-NAPS; Microfiche Publications; P.O.

Box 3513, Grand Central Station; New York, NY 10017 USA.

It has been assumed above the transition rates are con-
stant. The resulting exponential distribution is
memoryless, hence such systems are Markov. It has been AUTHOR
determined that in some cases Weibull distribution has a
closer fit [ 1, 12]. Results have been extended for this case, Dr. Yashwant K. Malaiya; Department of Computer Science; School of
and can be found in the Supplement [13]. Advanced Technology; State University of New York at Binghamton;

Binghamton, NY 13901 USA.
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